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ABSTRACT
The just noticeable distortion (JND) has been widely applied in
perceptual image/video compression. However, the existing JND
models are not accurate enough, which results in the degradation of
perceptual quality. In this paper, we propose a quantization distortion
and JND (QD&JND) compensation based perceptual video coding
(PVC) scheme to compress videos. Experimental results show that the
proposed scheme achieves bit rate saving signiﬁcantly with better
perceptual quality.

INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of video data, video compression has
been confronted with enormous challenges. In order to achieve highly
compact representation for videos, perceptual video coding (PVC) has
made great process and numerous perception-based compression
technologies [1-2] have been proposed with the in-depth study of the
human visual system (HVS).
For a visual stimulus, previous perceptual studies have indicated
that human eyes can not perceive the distortion below a certain
visibility threshold. This threshold is so-called as the just noticeable
distortion (JND) [3]. Because the JND threshold directly reﬂects the
characteristics of the HVS, numerous JND-based compression tools
have been applied into perception-based image/video applications.
Nevertheless, existing JND-based PVC schemes have following
shortcomings. 1. Most JND models were constructed based on the
ﬁxed block size, such as 8×8. Therefore, these models are not
suﬃcient for the prevailing video coding standards with variable
block-sized processing. 2. The HVS is an extremely complex system
which includes more than two dozen interconnected visual cortex
areas. The visual signal processing is diﬃcult to imitate and the
existing JND models are not accurate enough. To improve this
situation, we propose a JND compensation based PVC scheme for
improving the quality of the reconstructed video. In the encoder, the
JND threshold of each block is estimated at first. Then, the residue is
suppressed with a quantization distortion and JND (QD&JND) based
filter. In the decoder, a QD&JND-based compensation scheme is
developed to improve the quality of reconstructed videos.

THE PROPOSED PVC SCHEME
Usually, the HVS is sensitive to plain and contour areas, and
insensitive to texture areas. In this paper, we calculate the mean
absolute diﬀerence (MAD) of each block and find that the intensity of
MAD increases in turn in plain, texture and contour areas. Thus, we
propose a MAD-based block classification method to divide image
blocks into plain, contour and texture types. The intensity of the
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MAD for each block is calculated by
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K is the dynamic range of pixel intensity (255 in 8-bit image format). I(i,j) is the
pixel intensity. is the average intensity of the block. The block type is
determined with two parameters (τpt = 0.01 and τpc = 0.05) as follows:
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In pixel-based JND estimation, the model is constructed mainly by considering
the luminance adaptation (LA) and the contrast masking (CM) eﬀects. The JND
threshold for the LA eﬀect (JLA) is calculated based on the background
luminance of each pixel. In this paper, the background luminance of each pixel is
represented by the average intensity of the current block. So, the LA-JND
threshold of (i,j)-th pixel is obtained as follows:
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The JND threshold for the CM eﬀect (JCM) is usually estimated based on the
contrast intensity of each pixel. In this paper, we apply the MAD intensity to
measure the contrast intensity of each block. Because of the selective response
of neurons, the JND threshold of the contour block is comparatively smaller.
Therefore, an inhibitory factor (η) is set to suppress the contrast intensity for
contour blocks. The JND threshold of CM effect is estimated by

Usually, the performance of JND models can be measured by the
ability of hiding distortion. We add almost the same noise to the test
sequences by I’(i,j)= I(i,j)+ γ·Sr(i,j)·J(i,j). I is the original sequence
and I’ is the distorted sequence with the noise injection. γ is a
parameter applied to adjust the energy of JND noise. Sr(i,j) is bipolar
random noise of ±1. A good performance of a JND model under test
means that the distorted video by the JND model shows a lower
PSNR value with the same or higher MS-SSIM value against other
models under comparison. The test result in the Table 1 shows that
the proposed model is more accurate than Wu’s model [4]. The
proposed PVC scheme is incorporated into the latest version of the
HEVC reference codec (HM16.20) with two cases. Case 1: the
video is compressed by the proposed ﬁlter and without distortion
compensation in the decoder. Case 2: the video is compressed by the
proposed ﬁlter and the distortion is compensated in the decoder. As
shown in Table 2, simulation results show that the proposed scheme
achieves 2%-11% bit rate saving with negligible perceptual quality
reduction and performs better in the smaller Qps. The complexity
increases 4.63% and 10.7% for two cases, respectively.
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n is the block index. η(n) is the inhibitory factor which is set 1/3 for contour
blocks and 1 for plain and texture blocks. τ(n) is the MAD intensity of the n-th
block. β is scaling factor and is set 30 based on our experiments. Finally, the
JND threshold of the current coding block is obtained with NAMM model by
gr
J ( n ) = J LA ( n ) + J CM ( n ) − C  min ( J LA ( n ) + J CM ( n ) )

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the QD&JND compensation based PVC scheme was
proposed to suppress the residue in pixel domain. We developed a
block-level JND estimation model to estimate the JND threshold of
Cgr is the gain reduction parameter and is set to 0.3. In the encoder, the residue is the original and reconstructed blocks. In the encoder, the residue is
suppressed with a QD&JND-based filter. The filter is designed by
suppressed with the proposed QD&JND-based filter. In the decoder,
the distortion of the reconstructed block is compensated. Simulation
R ' ( i, j ) = sign ( R ( i, j ) )  max 0, R ( i, j ) − max ( 0, J E ( n ) − D ( Qstep ) )
results show that the proposed QD&JND-based residue ﬁlter reduces
Here, R is residue, JE(n) is the JND threshold of n-th block estimated in the encoder. the bit rate eﬀectively and the proposed QD&JND compensation
In the decoder, the distortion of the reconstructed residual block (r) is compensated scheme improves the quality of compressed videos signiﬁcantly.
and the ﬁnal reconstructed block (Rec) is obtained by
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Rec ( i, j ) = P ( i, j ) + r ( i, j ) + sign ( r ( i, j ) )  max ( 0, J D ( n ) − D ( Qstep ) )
P is the predictive block. r is the reconstructed block. JD(n) is estimated JND
threshold of the n-th block in the decoder. When the residues are less than the JND
threshold, these residues are ﬁltered to zero. The distortions of these residues can
not be compensated because the signs and the real ﬁltered residual intensities of
these residues are unknowable.
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